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One of the most interesting and intriguing elements of 
Jesus’ life and ministry was the push and pull of intimacy 
with the Father and simultaneously meeting the needs 
of the people. In the Gospels, we find Jesus retreating 
regularly for silence, solitude, and prayer. Then we see 
him come out of that time released into ministry. For 
instance, at the very beginning of his ministry, the Holy 
Spirit leads him away into the wilderness ultimately to be 
tempted by Satan. While those forty days were no doubt 
difficult, (after all, he was fasting and tempted), they were 
clearly preparatory as well. Coming out of that time, 
Luke writes, “Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit 
to Galilee. . . . And he taught in their synagogues, being 
glorified by all” (Luke 4:14–15). 

This practice, however, was not a one-and-done action 
for Jesus. For instance, in Luke 5, 6, and 9 we see Jesus 
released for ministry, retreating for intimacy, and then 
released to minister again. In fact, the way Luke shares 
about this in Luke 5:16 clearly tells us that released, 
retreating, and released again was a regular pattern for 
Jesus. Released, retreat, released, and repeat. 

Unfortunately, many of us forget Jesus’ pattern of life 
and ministry. We feel like it’s enough to fill up once and 
then work. That’s like filling up your gas tank once and 
thinking you’ll make it from New York to Los Angeles 
without refueling again. If Jesus found it absolutely 
essential to retreat and fill up before being released, then 
no doubt we must as well. And that’s exactly what we’re 
going to do in 2021.

WHY DEEP & WIDE
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In 2021, Vintage Church wants to go deep AND wide. 
Like Jesus we want to experience intimacy with the Father, 
grow in our relationship with him, and become who he 
wants us to become. Similarly, we want to go in the power 
of the Holy Spirit and minister, serve, and love people. 
If we’re going to live like Jesus, it’s not going to happen 
accidentally. We need intentionality to make it happen. 
In order to focus on who we are becoming in Jesus and 
focus on who we are inviting into Jesus, Vintage Church 
will grow in four deep and wide spiritual habits. Each one 
of us will prayerfully assess who Jesus wants us to become 
and implement one key “deep” habit each quarter to 
aid us in that endeavor. We will also implement one key 
“wide” habit each quarter to aid us in inviting others into 
Jesus. Here are our deep and wide habits:

4 DEEP HABITS
• Q1: Rule of Life 
• Q2: Silence & Solitude
• Q3: Bible Reading & Prayer
• Q4: Community

4 WIDE HABITS
• Q1: Evangelism
• Q2: Service
• Q3: Generosity 
• Q4: Hospitality

Imagine who we could become and what God could do 
through us in 2021 if we simply focused on growing deep 
and wide. May we be more like Jesus, who retreated to be 
with the Father and then was released to do ministry. 
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• What did God show you in quarter 1 regarding your 
Deep & Wide spiritual habits?

• What will you keep?

• What will you improve?

• What will you start?

• What will you stop?

• Which habit(s) did you implement into your life?

QUARTER 1
REFLECTION
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Reflect on your Rule of Life from Q1. Make any necessary 
adjustments for Q2. 

REGULAR PRACTICES
• Upward to God

• Inward to Self

• Withward in Community

• Outward in Mission

RULE OF LIFE
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SEASONAL PRACTICES
• Upward to God

• Inward to Self

• Withward in Community

• Outward in Mission

GROWTH
Write down a few growth areas to focus on during this 
season.
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In our first guidebook, we learned about the power of 
spiritual habits—how God can use certain key habits to 
transform us.1 The power of habits is obvious. From the 
bad habits we cannot seem to break to the good habits 
that make us better, we all experience the powerful pull of 
habits. However, if habits are as powerful as we believe, 
should we not then be more strategic and intentional 
in how we cultivate and develop new habits, especially 
spiritual habits?

For most, our strategy in developing new habits is 
simply stronger willpower. But willpower is a finite 
resource. In fact, researchers have discovered that 
willpower operates like a muscle—it fatigues. We’ve all 
experienced this firsthand. We wake up prepared to eat 
healthy. We crush breakfast, get through lunch eating 
a salad, and maybe even continue to eat healthy with 
dinner, but by bedtime the unhealthy snack comes 
a-calling. Like any muscle, if you work your willpower for 
an extended amount of time it will become fatigued. You 
cannot lean on your willpower to develop new habits. 

How do we develop habits that help us not rely on our 
willpower but create second-nature behaviors? In Your 
Future Self Will Thank You, Drew Dyck reminds us of the 
power of any habit: “Once a behavior becomes encoded 
as a habit, it no longer requires effort. Habits allow you 
to move behaviors from being conscious and effortful to 
unconscious and effortless. You outsource the work of 
willpower to the factory of habit.”2

HOW TO CREATE 
NEW HABITS
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Charles Duhigg in The Power of Habit devised a helpful 
tool called the Habit Loop.3 He suggests that every habit 
consists of three key elements: cue, routine, reward. Other 
authors, like James Clear, have built on Duhigg’s work. 
According to Clear, building habits involves four simple 
steps: cue, craving, response, reward.4 As we think about 
developing spiritual habits, let’s think about each one of 
these steps in more depth. 

CUE
Clear says the point of the cue is to make it obvious. If 
the new habit is ambiguous, chances are it will never 
happen. “People who make a specific plan for when and 
where they will perform a new habit are more likely to 
follow through.”5 Consider utilizing this simple formula: 
I will [BEHAVIOR] at [TIME] in [LOCATION]. Immediately 
the time and location cue the new habit. For example, if 
you want to read your Bible more consistently identify a 
specific time and place: I will read my Bible at 6am in my 
office. This should trigger you to pick your Bible up and 
read it. 

Similarly, another great strategy in building habits is 
to habit stack—”identify a current habit you already do 
each day and then stack your new behavior on top.”6 
Reconsider Bible reading. Perhaps you already read your 
Bible consistently, but you do not pray as frequently as 
you’d like. If you stacked those two habits, they would 
look like this: after I read my Bible, I will then pray. Your 
Bible reading cues prayer. 

Unfortunately, one of the elements that most often 
sidetracks our new good habits are our old bad habits. 
Again, remember—willpower is finite. In order to increase 
the success of new cues for new habits, we have to 
remove cues for bad habits. Think about your Bible 
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reading or prayer again. For so many, one of the greatest 
distractions is our phones. If the presence of your phone 
triggers you to check social media or email, then chances 
are it will lead you to neglect your new, spiritual habits of 
Bible reading and prayer. Therefore you have to remove 
the cue for the bad habit. So, when you go to your office 
at 6am to read your Bible and pray, you don’t bring your 
phone. 

CRAVING
Let’s be honest—if it’s not attractive, will you really do it? 
You have to want it. Now, not all habits are your greatest 
desire at first, but the reason you’ve chosen the habit 
in the first place is because it is helping you become 
someone you want to be. In thinking about the spiritual 
habits remind yourself who God wants you to become 
and, in turn, who you want to become. This reminder 
will help propel  you forward. Sometimes in order to 
change what you crave you also have to change your 
environment. For instance, if you want to lose weight, it’s 
best not to stock your fridge and pantry with sweet and 
salty snacks. Similarly, if you want to practice spiritual 
habits, surround yourself with people who practice those 
habits. Here is where Christian community becomes so 
vital. When you’re around people who not only talk about 
practicing spiritual habits but actually do them, such 
support and accountability will give you a desire and 
incentive to do likewise. 

RESPONSE
An action, however, cannot become a habit until you 
actually do it. We have to make it easy to make an action 
a habit. First, keep it simple. Think about New Year’s 
Resolutions. Did you notice the plural? How many of us try 
to change multiple behaviors in our lives all at once? “Our 
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enthusiasm to make sweeping changes guarantees we’ll 
fail to make any. So rather than trying to create multiple 
habits at once, focus on creating one habit at a time. 
Once you’ve established one healthy habit, then use your 
replenished willpower to move on and create another.”7

Second, prepare your environment. Think about 
exercise. A great way to prepare your environment is to 
set out your workout clothes and shoes ahead of time. 
That action reduces the internal friction between you and 
your new habit. Think about spiritual habits again. If your 
Bible is already out where you normally read, its presence 
immediately prepares you to read it. 

Third, consider keystone habits. Keystone habits are 
habits that “have the power to start a chain reaction, 
changing other habits. . . . Keystone habits say that 
success doesn’t depend on getting every single thing 
right, but instead relies on identifying a few key priorities 
and fashioning them into powerful levers.”8 For instance, 
Bible reading is considered a keystone habit because 
it triggers other spiritual habits. So, if you’re wanting 
to become a more generous person perhaps a great 
place to begin is by reading your Bible. You’ll read about 
generosity and be compelled by the Holy Spirit to be 
more generous like Jesus. Some habits are simply more 
foundational than others. 

REWARD
Make it satisfying. The goal of developing new habits is 
to become who God wants you to become. It should be 
satisfying to become this version of yourself, but how do 
you make it satisfying in the moment when you’re building 
that new habit? One simple way to reward yourself is 
to provide an immediate reward for your work. “What 
is rewarded is repeated. What is punished is avoided.”9 
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The immediate reward is not the ultimate goal; however, 
those small, immediate rewards propel us forward to the 
ultimate goal. Over time the short-term reward disappears 
because you’ve reached the long-term reward. 

Another easy way to reward yourself is with the use of 
a habit streak tracker. A habit streak tracker helps you 
measure whether you have done a habit consistently. It 
can be as simple as having a calendar and marking off 
each day you complete the new habit. While tracking the 
consistency of your new habit might seem silly, for those 
who like to check off their to-do lists, they know better. 
James Clear agrees: “Tracking can become its own form 
of reward. . . . It feels good to watch your results grow . . . 
and if it feels good, then you’re more likely to endure.”10

We’re not just talking about any old habit; we’re focused 
on spiritual habits. Spiritual habits are unlike other habits 
in that God uses them to transform us. Nevertheless, 
spiritual habits are exactly like other habits in that they 
require intentionality and discipline to cultivate. How are 
you going to create new, spiritual habits?
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WIDE: SERVICE
We can go wide when we serve others’ physical and 
spiritual needs through our words and actions. 

14And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit to 
Galilee, and a report about him went out through 
all the surrounding country. 15And he taught in their 
synagogues, being glorified by all.
16And he came to Nazareth, where he had been 
brought up. And as was his custom, he went to the 
synagogue on the Sabbath day, and he stood up to 
read. 17And the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given 
to him. He unrolled the scroll and found the place 
where it was written,

 18“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
  because he has anointed me
  to proclaim good news to the poor.
 He has sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives
  and recovering of sight to the blind,
  to set at liberty those who are oppressed,
 19to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”

20And he rolled up the scroll and gave it back to the 
attendant and sat down. And the eyes of all in the 
synagogue were fixed on him. 21And he began to say 
to them, “Today this Scripture has been fulfilled in 
your hearing.”

Luke 4:14–21

Serve others:

• In the power of the Holy Spirit
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• Through the influence of your words

• With the healing of your hands

How should I serve?

• What are the needs around me?

• Which needs am I passionate about?

• Which needs am I uniquely gifted and/or qualified to 
serve?

• What’s holding me back from serving?

If you are looking for more sermons and resources on service, 
check out Greg Wilton’s “Meet Needs” sermon (nola.vcmvmt.com/
send) as well as Vintage Church’s ServeNOLA series (https://www.
vintagechurchnola.com/servenola). 
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DEEP: SILENCE & SOLITUDE
We can go deep when we regularly and consistently 
practice silence and solitude for care, relationship, and 
preparation. 

1Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had done, and 
how he had killed all the prophets with the sword. 
2Then Jezebel sent a messenger to Elijah, saying, 
“So may the gods do to me and more also, if I do not 
make your life as the life of one of them by this time 
tomorrow.” 3Then he was afraid, and he arose and ran 
for his life and came to Beersheba, which belongs to 
Judah, and left his servant there.
4But he himself went a day’s journey into the 
wilderness and came and sat down under a broom 
tree. And he asked that he might die, saying, “It is 
enough; now, O LORD, take away my life, for I am no 
better than my fathers.” 5And he lay down and slept 
under a broom tree. And behold, an angel touched 
him and said to him, “Arise and eat.” 6And he looked, 
and behold, there was at his head a cake baked on 
hot stones and a jar of water. And he ate and drank 
and lay down again. 7And the angel of the LORD 
came again a second time and touched him and said, 
“Arise and eat, for the journey is too great for you.” 
8And he arose and ate and drank, and went in the 
strength of that food forty days and forty nights to 
Horeb, the mount of God.
9There he came to a cave and lodged in it. And 
behold, the word of the LORD came to him, and he 
said to him, “What are you doing here, Elijah?” 10He 
said, “I have been very jealous for the LORD, the God 
of hosts. For the people of Israel have forsaken your 
covenant, thrown down your altars, and killed your 
prophets with the sword, and I, even I only, am left, 
and they seek my life, to take it away.” 11And he said, 
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“Go out and stand on the mount before the LORD.” 
And behold, the LORD passed by, and a great and 
strong wind tore the mountains and broke in pieces 
the rocks before the LORD, but the LORD was not 
in the wind. And after the wind an earthquake, but 
the LORD was not in the earthquake. 12And after the 
earthquake a fire, but the LORD was not in the fire. 
And after the fire the sound of a low whisper. 13And 
when Elijah heard it, he wrapped his face in his cloak 
and went out and stood at the entrance of the cave. 
And behold, there came a voice to him and said, 
“What are you doing here, Elijah?” 14He said, “I have 
been very jealous for the LORD, the God of hosts. 
For the people of Israel have forsaken your covenant, 
thrown down your altars, and killed your prophets 
with the sword, and I, even I only, am left, and they 
seek my life, to take it away.” 15And the LORD said 
to him, “Go, return on your way to the wilderness of 
Damascus. And when you arrive, you shall anoint 
Hazael to be king over Syria. 16And Jehu the son of 
Nimshi you shall anoint to be king over Israel, and 
Elisha the son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah you shall 
anoint to be prophet in your place. 17And the one 
who escapes from the sword of Hazael shall Jehu put 
to death, and the one who escapes from the sword of 
Jehu shall Elisha put to death. 18Yet I will leave seven 
thousand in Israel, all the knees that have not bowed 
to Baal, and every mouth that has not kissed him.” 

1 Kings 19:1–18
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In silence and solitude, God

• Cares for us (v. 4–8)

• Meets with us (v. 9–13)

• Prepares us (v. 14–18)

How do we begin to practice silence and solitude?

• Identify the best time and place for you

• Set a modest goal (i.e., frequency & length) for 
yourself 

• Remove all distractions (e.g., internal, external)

• Concentrate on your breathing
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• Consider Bible reading, silent prayer, or prayer 
journaling

• Remember the point: Being with God





vGROUP
STUDY GUIDES
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WIDE: SERVICE
“Preach the Gospel at all times. Use words if necessary.” 
You might be familiar with this quote. Often attributed to 
Francis of Assisi, the quote highlights the importance of 
not just speaking the gospel, but living out the gospel. 
Interestingly, many believe this quote is falsely attributed 
to Francis because there is no record of him ever writing 
this. Some take issue with the quote because many use it 
as an excuse to never open their mouths and tell people 
about Jesus. However, the quote has some merit and truth. 

Christians are, after all, called to serve people. People 
should not just hear that God loves them but experience 
his love first hand. Jesus himself demonstrated this 
truth throughout his ministry. In almost every setting he 
proclaimed the gospel and simultaneously showed the 
gospel. He served the needs of the people around him. 
As we looked at evangelism in quarter 1 of Deep & Wide, 
this quarter we’re going to study service. 

• What has been your experience with service? Do you 
regularly serve others? Have you yourself ever been 
served?

• Why do you think some Christians don’t serve or don’t 
serve on a regular basis?

• Why do you think some Christians do serve regularly?
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14And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit to 
Galilee, and a report about him went out through 
all the surrounding country. 15And he taught in their 
synagogues, being glorified by all.
16And he came to Nazareth, where he had been 
brought up. And as was his custom, he went to the 
synagogue on the Sabbath day, and he stood up to 
read. 17And the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given 
to him. He unrolled the scroll and found the place 
where it was written,

 18“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
  because he has anointed me
  to proclaim good news to the poor.
 He has sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives
  and recovering of sight to the blind,
  to set at liberty those who are oppressed,
 19to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”

20And he rolled up the scroll and gave it back to the 
attendant and sat down. And the eyes of all in the 
synagogue were fixed on him. 21And he began to say 
to them, “Today this Scripture has been fulfilled in 
your hearing.”

Luke 4:14–21

Jesus has just begun his earthly ministry. Last week, 
we briefly looked at Jesus’ time of silence, solitude, 
fasting, and temptation in the wilderness. Luke 4:14–21 
immediately follows Jesus’ time in the wilderness. This 
passage practically serves as Jesus’ state of ministry 
address. Jesus returns in the power of the Spirit and 
enters into his hometown, Nazareth. He enters the 
synagogue where all the Jews would have been, including 
those who had known him for some time, and he picks 
up the scroll of Isaiah and quotes Isaiah 61:1–2 and part 
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of Isaiah 58:6. In quoting these two passages he asserts 
(1) he is the servant of the Lord/Messiah and (2) that his 
ministry will be characterized by what Isaiah says. 

• What is the significance of Jesus’ returning in the 
power of the Holy Spirit? How does this connect with 
what he reads in Isaiah?

• Using Isaiah, how does Jesus characterize his ministry? 

• What are some specific examples from Jesus’s ministry 
of how he fulfilled this prophecy?

• Why do you think meeting needs is so important to 
Jesus’ ministry?

Jesus makes it clear that his mission entails meeting not 
only spiritual needs but also physical needs. But how does 
Jesus’ ministry of service relate to his church? Are we 
called to the same ministry? Isn’t Jesus unique? In Paul’s 
letters, Paul makes an interesting and practical association 
between Jesus and his church. Let’s take a look at Paul’s 
first letter to the Corinthians. 

16Do you not know that you are God’s temple and that 
God’s Spirit dwells in you? 17If anyone destroys God’s 
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temple, God will destroy him. For God’s temple is 
holy, and you are that temple.

1 Corinthians 3:16–17

19Or do you not know that your body is a temple of 
the Holy Spirit within you, whom you have from God? 
You are not your own, 20for you were bought with a 
price. So glorify God in your body.

1 Corinthians 6:19–20

27Now you are the body of Christ and individually 
members of it.

1 Corinthians 12:27

• How does Paul describe the church—you and I—in 1 
Corinthians 3 and 6? How is this connected to what we 
just read about Jesus?

• What does Paul mean when he says we “are the body 
of Christ?” What is the connection between the church 
as the temple of the Holy Spirit and the church as the 
body of Christ?

• If we are the body of Christ then that means we 
should live, both personally and corporately, as 
Christ lived. What then are the implications for us and 
Christian service?
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“Preach the gospel at all times. Use words if necessary.” 
Maybe there is some truth to this pithy statement, but 
perhaps it is better to say “We are the mouth, hands, and 
feet of Jesus!” Christ is the head of his church and we are 
his body. Each one of us in Christ make up all the parts of 
Christ’s metaphorical body, and the reason we do this is 
because we are filled with the presence of Christ, the Holy 
Spirit. So, if we have the Spirit of Christ and are the body 
of Christ then we are to fulfill the ministry of Christ. 

• How does knowing and understanding that Jesus’ 
ministry is our ministry make you feel?

• 2,000 years ago Jesus had unique needs that he 
was meeting. When you look around your world and 
context, what unmet needs do you see?

• Take a look at servenola.com and see all of the needs 
Vintage Church is trying to help meet. What needs 
are we meeting? What needs are we not meeting? 
How can we as a church begin to help meet those 
unmet needs?
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• Vintage Church is hosting a ServeNOLA day on 
April 17th. As a vGroup commit to serve on that day 
with one of our ServeNOLA partners. Similarly, as 
an individual or family, commit to serve a need at 
least once a month. Once you identify how or with 
whom you will serve, share with your vGroup for 
accountability. 

• Name your priorities. What are the most important 
things in your life that you need to prioritize above all 
else?

• Create intentional rhythms. What are the rhythms of 
your life?

• Live it out. What is the first step you will take to begin 
to live out your rule of life?
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DEEP: SILENCE & SOLITUDE
Introvert or extravert? How many times have you 
answered that question or one similar as you got to know 
someone? Everyone’s personality is different, including 
the amount of people we like to be around. Interestingly 
though, introversion and extraversion isn’t really about 
whether you’re a people person or not. An introvert can 
be a people person just as much as an extravert. Similarly, 
an extravert can like their me-time. Introversion and 
extraversion actually aren’t about whether you like people 
or how many people you like to be around. Rather, 
introversion-extraversion is about what reenergizes and 
motivates you. Extraverts are motivated and energized 
by people. Introverts on the other hand find energy and 
motivation within themselves. 

No doubt, there is truth to introversion and extraversion, 
but what if I told you we all need time alone? What if I told 
you we all need silence and solitude? As we continue with 
Deep and Wide, we’re going to look closer at the spiritual 
habit of silence and solitude. Before we do that, let’s take 
time to self-reflect on our past experiences and current 
feelings about this spiritual habit. 

• Have you ever practiced silence and solitude before? If 
so, what has your experience been like?

• Do you find silence and solitude to be something that 
comes naturally to you or is it difficult? Why?
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• What do you think is the spiritual benefit of silence and 
solitude?

One of the quintessential examples of silence and 
solitude in Scripture is found in the story of Elijah. Let’s 
read about his example in 1 Kings 19:1–18 (find passage 
in the Sermon Notes for this week on page 14. 

• Reflect back on Elijah. Describe his physical, 
emotional, and spiritual state. 

• How did God use silence and solitude to help Elijah?

• God speaks to Elijah in his silence and solitude 
through the “sound of a low whisper,” instead of wind, 
earthquake, and fire. Is this surprising to you? If so, why? 

• How does God use Elijah’s silence and solitude (i.e., 
deep) to prepare him for Elijah’s future ministry (i.e., 
wide)?

In the ancient world, Israel viewed weather events 
like wind, earthquake, and fire as visible signs of God’s 
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activity. Yet here in 1 Kings 19, God is not present in those 
events. Rather, he is near, speaking in a gentle whisper. 
According to the NIV Study Bible, this “term describes 
either a hushed sound or complete silence. It probably 
refers either to a soft verbal message that God gives Elijah 
or to some undefined, silent sign of God’s nearness.”1 In 
many ways, we are no different than Israel. We think we 
will hear and find God in noise, busyness, and distraction 
but fail to understand how God comes to us in the silence 
and solitude. 

Elijah’s experience, however, is not the only time 
someone experiences silence and solitude in the 
Scriptures. Both Moses and Jesus experience similar times 
of silence and solitude.

15Then Moses went up on the mountain, and the 
cloud covered the mountain. 16The glory of the LORD 
dwelt on Mount Sinai, and the cloud covered it six 
days. And on the seventh day he called to Moses out 
of the midst of the cloud. 17Now the appearance of 
the glory of the LORD was like a devouring fire on 
the top of the mountain in the sight of the people of 
Israel. 18Moses entered the cloud and went up on the 
mountain. And Moses was on the mountain forty days 
and forty nights.

Exodus 24:15–18

1And Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the 
Jordan and was led by the Spirit in the wilderness 
2for forty days, being tempted by the devil. And he 
ate nothing during those days. And when they were 
ended, he was hungry.

Luke 4:1–2

• What similarities do you notice between Moses, Elijah, 
and Jesus?
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• Moses, Elijah, and Jesus are three important 
individuals in Christianity. How does their example 
spur you on to practice silence and solitude?

As we reflect on silence and solitude, chances are 
some of us will immediately be drawn to this spiritual 
habit while others will reluctantly  question its practicality 
and usefulness. Here’s the reality—all of us struggle with 
distractions, whether internal, external, or both. What will 
we do to remove those distractions to seek the Lord, be 
with him, and hear from him?

• What distractions, internal and/or external, are keeping 
you from meaningful time with the Lord?

• What will be your greatest resistances to practicing 
silence and solitude? How will you remove those 
resistances?

• Pastor Dustin gave several practical next steps to begin 
practicing silence and solitude, in particular choosing 
when, where, and how long you will practice silence 
and solitude. When, where, how long, and how often 
will you begin to practice silence and solitude?
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In preparation for practicing silence and solitude, 
let’s do something different together. Let’s practice 3–5 
minutes of silence. Afterwards, come out of that silence 
praying to the Lord.

REFERENCES
1NIV Zondervan Study Bible, ed. D. A. Carson (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 2015), 643. 



PRACTICE
This quarter we want to take practical steps toward cultivating 

these two habits in our lives. This section contains questions for 
you to think through and steps for you to take to begin.
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WIDE: SERVICE
• What are the needs around me?

• Which needs am I passionate about?

• Which needs am I uniquely gifted and/or qualified to 
serve?

• What’s holding me back from serving?

• Who and how will you serve?

• How often will you serve?

Monthly Streaktracker

April JuneMay
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SERVENOLA
At Vintage Church, we are passionate about serving our 
city!

We partner with multiple ministries and organizations in 
our city to serve and help meet the physical and spiritual 
needs in New Orleans. We encourage our people to 
serve on their own, with their family and friends, with their 
vGroups, and with our church at our ServeNOLA Days. 
Check out these ministries below and let us know how we 
can help you serve. Let’s live the Gospel, serve the city, 
and be the church together!

Here are some areas we are partnering in to serve and 
meet needs in our city:

• Homelessness
• Food Banks
• Health Care
• Human Trafficking
• Kids and Family
• Construction and Housing
• International and Port

To learn more, see all of our ServeNOLA Partners, and 
take next steps in serving NOLA, visit servenola.com.
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DEEP: SILENCE & SOLITUDE
• Identify the best time and place for you

• Set a modest goal (i.e., frequency & length) for 
yourself 

• Remove all distractions (e.g., internal, external)

• Concentrate on your breathing

• Consider Bible reading, silent prayer, or prayer 
journaling

• Remember the point: Being with God

• How many days per week will you practice silence and 
solitude?
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Silence & Solitude Streaktracker

1 98765432

73 8180797877767574

37 4544434241403938

19 2726252423222120

55 6362616059585756

10 1817161514131211

64 7271706968676665

46 5453525150494847

28 3635343332313029

82 9089888786858483





REFLECTION
Each quarter we want to reflect on how we practiced the spiritu-
al habits, what God did in our lives, and how we can continue to 

grow. Below are some questions to prompt your reflection. 
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• What did God show you in this quarter regarding your 
Deep & Wide spiritual habits?

• What will you keep?

• What will you improve?

• What will you start?

• What will you stop?

• Which habit(s) did you implement into your life?



RESOURCES
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GENERAL

SILENCE & SOLITUDE

SERVICE

Emotionally Healthy 
Spirituality

Peter Scezzero

Real-Life
Discipleship
Jim Putman

The Spirit of
the Disciplines
Dallas Willard

The Ruthless 
Elimination of Hurry
John Mark Comer

Invitation to Silence
& Solitude

Ruth Haley Barton

The Way of the Heart
Henri Nouwen

B.L.E.S.S.
Dave & Jon Ferguson

When Helping Hurt
Steve Corbett &

Brian Fikkert

Beyond Racial 
Gridlock

George Yancey



NOTES
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For resources and media on Deep & Wide, visit
nola.vcmvmt.com/deepandwide.

©Vintage Church 2021


